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Instructors lead way
while drivers can't see
·1.

BRAVEdriving instructors
from across Bolton raised
plenty of money for charity
by volunteering to take a spin
around a racetrack with a
blind driver.
More than 50 people took
part in the event at the Three
Sisters Racetrack in Wigan.
And they each raised funds
for Guide Dogs, as the
charity celebrates its 80th
anniversary
this year.
Mark
Peacock,
head of BSM
driving
school, said:
"Some of the
BSMdriving
instructors
have taken
part in the
blind drive
before and it
is always a brilliant day.
"As instructors, they are all
experts in good
communication, patience and
holding their nerve, but they
need all that, and more, for
this event. It's a great day,
raising money for a
worthwhile cause."
Suzanne Corlett, Guide Dogs'
senior fundraising assistant,

said: "The drive is great fun
and a chance for daredevil
drivers to help us raise
money to help blind and
partially sighted people get
out and about."
Stephen Wood, from Bolton,
has taken part in two
previous Blind Drives. He
specialises in teaching people
with
disabilities
and has a
specially
adapted'
auto,matic
tuition car
to do this
in.

He said: "1
absolutely
love doing
the Blind
Drive. For
many of the people,
especially those who have
been blind since birth,
driving a car is an ambition
they don't think they will get
to achieve. So to be able to
help them achieve that is
fantastic and 1love seeing the
look on their faces when they
have got around the .track."
John Fountain, who teaches

BSM pupils in Bolton,
wanted to get involved
because "it's a really fun and
challenging day". He said:
"Guide Dogs is a really good
cause that 1have always
supported."
David Mcleod, from Bolton,
took part in his second Blind
Drive. He runs his BSM
franchise across Bolton. He
said: ','The participants really
seemed to enjoy it and
everyone had a good time. It's
a good opportunity to do
something different and
everyone involved gets
something positive out of it."
Adnan Munir Dar from

CHALLENGE: Top, from left, Diane Moore, from Guide Dogs,
BSM general manager Debbie Lewis and Dawn Barraclough.
Above, Christine Lewis and BSM instructor Stephen Wood

Bolton has been a fully
qualified driving instructor
for six months and has never
taken part in the blind drive
before. He said: "1thought I'd
give it a go. As I'm a fairly
new instructor I want to get

all the experience 1can."
David Moxham, from
Walkden, has been a driving
instructor for two years,
teaching across Bolton, and
also took part in his first
Blind Drive event.

